
Medical Development International (MDI) is not unlike other healthcare manage-
ment service organizations in terms of the services they provide. Where MDI may 
differ, however, is how they deliver these services and who they deliver them to: 
correctional systems in the United States.

Founded in 1992, the Ponte Vedra Beach, Fl.- based healthcare management services 
and technology company provides a full range of healthcare services to its cor-
rectional customers. According to Bobby Snyder, assistant vice president of MDI’s 
claims department, catering to the prison system is no different than providing such 
services to the general public. “We see the same ailments as the general public; we 
even deliver babies,” Snyder said.

Comprehensive Healthcare Management Services

A specialist in correctional healthcare, MDI contracts with physicians and hospitals to 
create a Custom Provider Network (CPN™) to provide inmates with necessary health-
care services that cannot be delivered inside a jail or prison.

“MDI saw the core problem the correctional system was having; they were not able 
to contract with the providers at a competitive price,” Snyder said. “We were able to 
bring them better pricing for the providers, as well as take the burden off of them for 
scheduling and claims processing.” MDI puts the whole process into one package so 
that correctional customers can focus on managing their prison systems rather than 
managing their healthcare services.

MDI’s comprehensive healthcare management services include Custom Provider Net-
work (CPN™) development, healthcare appointment scheduling and confirmation, 
medical claims processing and adjudication, duplicate claim identification, prompt 
and accurate provider payment, and healthcare claims auditing.

Artsyl’s ClaimAction™ Provides a 40 Percent Increase in Claims 
Processing Capabilities

In the past, MDI used a double-blind keying procedure for claims processing, with 
two people hand-keying claims. A third operator would reconcile any discrepancies. 
“We got to a point where having to key in a claim twice was very time-consuming 
and it was starting to demand more resources,” Snyder said. “As a company, we’d 
rather put our money toward IT and technology rather than resources which don’t 
really solve the core problem.”
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MDI decided to take a different tact when developing ReClaim Suite™. This complete 
system is used to schedule and confirm healthcare appointments, make pre-and 
post-op messages available to both the doctor and the prison, process claims via 
Medicare methodologies, and push the claims through a submission process where 
MDI can generate EOBs and checks for providers, as well as billing documents that 
go back to the prison systems. ReClaim Suite™ is unique in its ability to provide a 
full suite of services. “From the standpoint of a complete system, we are one of the 
few that does everything from scheduling appointments to paying providers in one 
suite of software,” Snyder said. “Most of the time it’s a very diverse group of different 
companies that handle different parts of the process.”

By integrating Artsyl’s ClaimAction™, a highly accurate and fast claims processing 
solution for extracting data from HCFA, UB92 and UB04 paper medical claims, into 
ReClaim Suite™, MDI was able to reduce the keying time of claims, as well as the hu-
man resources needed to do so. MDI still uses a double-blind keying procedure, but 
its now much faster and more efficient because it uses one human resource to key 
on one side, and a machine to key the other side. Using this process, they were able 
to increase their volume by 40 percent without adding staff. “Our turnaround times 
are very quick,” Mr. Snyder said.

Finding Faulty Claims

Claim overpayment is a big problem in the medical industry. On average, 10 to 12 
percent of submitted claims are duplicates. In Mr. Snyder’s viewpoint, “If your tech-
nology isn’t keeping pace, you are probably needlessly paying for claims that have al-
ready been paid once before.” This problem led MDI to develop more accurate claims 
processing solutions.

Through its proprietary ReClaim Suite™ technology platform, MDI rigorously 
triple-checks all claims processed. MDI’s advanced technology flags faulty claims in 
its adjudication process; these faulty claims are then investigated by MDI’s coding 
and claims processing professionals. “Most of the time when you are talking to a 
third-party administrator, they literally will capture about 3 to 4 percent of duplicate 
claims; we capture 12 to 15 percent of duplicate claims by volume because our tech-
nology is light years ahead of theirs,” Snyder said.

Other technologies, whose purpose is to capture a high volume without equal re-
gard to accuracy, “will only catch duplicates if they are exactly the same, where every 
line item is the same,” according to Mr. Snyder. MDI, on the other hand, uses a fuzzy 
logic system that finds more minute discrepancies in the 120,000 claims it processes 
annually. “If the patient name is very similar and everything else is the same, more 
than likely, it’s a duplicate claim, so instead of doing a simple comparison, we do 
a fuzzy match and do some extra effort toward adjudication,” Mr. Snyder said. This 
extra effort allows MDI to identify two to three times more duplicate claims than the 
industry average, which results in bottom line customer savings.

Mr. Snyder says that implementing Artsyl’s ClaimAction™ claims processing tech-
nology helped save MDI a considerable amount of time in processing its claims. “It 
reduced our keying needs by 50 percent for that second keying,” he said. “It saved us 
a body or two per week, and we have more accuracy without an additional resource 
drain. Its been working great so far.”

For more information, visit www.artsyltech.com.

Artsyl
For over a decade, Artsyl has de-
livered smart process automation 
solutions that begin with the most 
painful and inefcient step in any 
process — manual data entry. By 
leveraging data and documents to 
intelligently handle data capture, 
extraction, classifcation and rout-
ing, Artsyl streamlines end-to-end 
operations for improved efciency, 
visibility, compliance and control.

Artsyl’s docAlpha platform reduces 
manual document handling, elim-
inates data entry, increases data 
accuracy, accelerates workflows 
and ensures standards compliance. 
Supported by robust reporting that 
increases process transparency, 
Artsyl solutions empower organi-
zations to monitor KPIs, eliminate 
approval bottlenecks and reduce 
cycle times while providing instant 
auditability.


